The wide use of nonlinear equipment will cause the electrical power system harmonic distortion problem 
Introduction
A large number of application of nonlinear equipment makes the electrical power system harmonic distortion to get more and more serious. Harmonic will increase the loss and shorten the service life of equipment, interference protection relay, measuring equipment, control and communication circuit and user electronic equipment [1] . Therefore, it will cause the serious effect of the electrical power quality and affect the users' normal electricity, which constitute a power nuisance. In addition, with the development of science and technology and the new technology adopted, the computer, electronic instrument control equipment will widely used, it will put forward more and more strict requirements to the power quality.
In recent decades, domestic and international experts and scholars have proposed many extraction method of the electrical power system voltage harmonic analysis, such as FFT and wavelet transform, etc. [2] But these methods have some limitation. In recent years, independent component analysis (ICA) had caused the attention in the field of biomedical signal processing. ICA is a kind of new multidimensional statistical analysis method, its characteristic is that the individual source signal components can be recovered from the more road observation signal. [3] 2. ICA model ICA [4] was originally used to solve the cocktail party problem. In considering the mutual aliasing of many persons' voices, we require to separate each voice alone. ICA method is to separate the initial source signal only by the observation signals, which restoring each independent component from the blind mixing observation signal. The structure diagram of ICA model is shown as Figure 1. [5] 
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Among formula (1), S is input independent component, A is m×n full rank mixing matrix. Each observation data X is gotten by different linear weighted through the independent source signal S. Independent source S is an implied variables, and they are not directly gotten, A is also an unknown matrix, which can be adopted by the observation of random vector X. According to the statistic characteristics of X, it can be gotten the only one result, and can realize the independent component extraction. ICA model has an important basic assumption of independence character to source signals. And it must satisfies the non-Gaussian distribution. The projection coefficient S is independent. If make Y=WX, in ICA algorithm, the goal is to find a optimal matrix W, which making output Y to satisfy the independence character, which namely each mutual information of Y approach to zero. [6] 
Information maximization criterion
The blind signal separation [7] algorithm of ICA requests the output signal to satisfy the independence character, so, ICA algorithm design is to build a output variables independence target function, and to optimize this function, then to search an optimal separation matrix [8] . At present, a variety of ICA algorithm has been proposed, in which the information maximization ICA blind source separation (Informax) algorithm is the most representative. Informax algorithm is that a suitable nonlinear function is introduced in the output, which makes the output information entropy to get maximization. [9] Informax algorithm principle frame diagram is shown as Figure 2 . 
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H(X) is unconcerned with W, so we make the H(U) is maximum when make the formula   ( , )
Form the formula (5), μ is study step length. And from the formula (4) we can get the formula (6).
If we carry out the randomized gradient processing, and instead the overall mean value, then we can get the formula (7).
If we make derivation to W, H(X) will be removed because it is unconcern to W. Then we can get the formula (8) .
Among the formula (8) .
In theory, ' ( ) (
If we right multiply T W W to the formula (10), we can get another formula (11) as the bellow type.
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The formula (11) is just the natural gradient blind separation algorithm basic type.
BSS algorithm simulation
In order to prove the blind signal separation application of Informax algorithm in electrical power system harmonic voltage signal, we suggest the basic wave, 3 times harmonic, 5 times harmonic, and 7 times harmonic, as well as including noise signal, the mixing signal is shown as Figure 3 . We carry out the spectrum analysis to the initial mixing electrical power voltage signal., which is shown as Figure 4 . 
After blind mixing, the mixing signal is shown as Figure 4 . We take a nonlinear function 3 y , step length is 0.002, and use Informax separation algorithm to separate the mixing signal. Before separation, the observation signal has carried out the mean and whiten processing. From the Figure 4 we can see, the blind mixing signals are hard to identify their initial condition. If we carry out the spectrum analysis to the observation signal, the result is shown as Figure 5 . From the Figure 5 , we can not clearly know the frequency character of the initial mixing signal. So, usually we carry out the seperation processor to the mixing blind signal, which is easily to find the initial signal mixing relationship.The results of using Informax BSS algorithm to separate observation signal are shown as Figure 6 Figure 6 we can see, the separation results after using the Informax algorithm gained the better effect. we can see the each voltage harmonic component and the noise signal. And we can find the harmonic signal can be effective segregation from the mixing voltage signal. Through the comparison with the initial signal we can see, signal separation effect is good, and in order to observe the separation precision, we carry out the spectrum analysis [11] , which is shown as Figure 7 . From the Figure 7 we can see, the frequency of the voltage harmonic respectively is 50Hz, 150Hz, 250Hz, 350Hz. The comparison result is shown as Table 1 . From the Table 1 we can see, separated result by Informax algorithm this paper presented has little error comparing with the initial source signal, and the maximum absolution value is little, which proved this algorithm has high separation precision.
